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If data breaches shaped 2014, incident response planning will become
critical to CISOs in 2015 and will be the new measure of success.

A

BY KATHLEEN RICHARDS

S THE YEAR 2014 comes to a close, we

are excited to present one of our favorite issues, the annual Security 7
award winners. For the past decade,
we have asked the information security community to nominate peers who are at the top of
their profession for recognition in one of seven enterprise
markets.
The winners this year carry on that tradition, leading
the charge in areas such as healthcare information sharing, secure software and community building, cybersecurity science and engineering, and the ultimate test, breach
survival.
We also honor and say a sad goodbye to our former
colleague Shon Harris. A longtime contributor to TechTarget’s Security Media Group and a former contributing
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editor to Information Security magazine, Shon shared her
enthusiasm for information security through multiple
channels as a highly regarded trainer, educator and author. We thank her for her many contributions over the
years. She will be missed.
Check out this year’s Security 7 winners, starting on
page 4:
■■ Terry

Rice, Merck & Co.
■■ Jason Harkins, Sony Network Entertainment
International
■■ Frederick Chang, Southern Methodist University
■■ Leigh Honeywell, Heroku
■■ Joe Grand, Grand Idea Studio Inc.
■■ Terry Low, PointClickCare
■■ Shon Harris, in Memoriam
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In addition to unveiling the Security 7, we look at the
year in review and find some lessons learned in an article
penned by Editorial Director Robert Richardson. As data
breaches shaped 2014, incident response planning has
become critical to CISOs and will be the new measure of
success in 2015.
“Really, what you are seeing in the marketplace is a
pivot to more attention on incident response, investigative techniques and solutions that provide investigative capabilities...” says Chris Pierson, the CSO, executive
vice president and general counsel of Orlando, Fla.-based
Viewpost IP Holdings LLC, whom I interviewed in this
month’s edition of ISM.
In 2015, companies will continue to invest in virtualization technologies even as security professionals
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struggle to manage security in these environments.
Voodoo Security founder Dave Shackleford looks at the
gaps and offers tips on whether these environments can
(still) be secured by conventional methods as new virtualization security controls emerge.
Finally, longtime contributor Marcus Ranum and
FireEye Chief Security Strategist Richard Bejtlich (who
needs no introduction among security professionals) discuss the process of security strategy in a wide-ranging
Q&A that’s not to be missed.
We congratulate the Security 7 winners! n

KATHLEEN RICHARDS is the Information Security magazine

features editor. Follow her on Twitter @RichardsKath.
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2014
SECURITY 7
AWARD
WINNERS

This year’s honorees have
worked to move InfoSec
forward.

By
Kathleen Richards,
Robert Richardson
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WHAT MAKES A Security 7 award winner? In our 10th year

of honoring outstanding information security professionals, we looked for security practitioners of good standing in seven markets, and then decided that we needed to
move beyond those confines to recognize true stewards of
progress in 2014.
This year’s winners include a former NSA director
turned scholar, a community builder, a breach survivor, a
hardware “hacker,” a mobile software engineer, a health
information-sharing visionary, and we posthumously recognize a dedicated steward of information security, who
will be greatly missed. The seven honorees—some nominated by their colleagues and peers—are remarkable not
only for their information security achievements, but also
for their business innovation and risk management in the
dynamic, take-no-prisoners world of cybersecurity, which
goes far beyond IT.
The 2014 award winners have all strived to move information security forward with contributions in security
information sharing, cybersecurity science, community
building and incident response.
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TERRY RICE
Over the past year, Terry Rice has raised his game to new
heights, with innovations at Merck & Co. and the growth
of industry associations and standards, which he has
worked tirelessly to promote.
As the CISO at Whitehouse Station, N.J.-based Merck,
Rice is responsible for IT risk management along with the
company’s cybersecurity and compliance programs. He
oversees hundreds of projects, from e-discovery to regulatory compliance to on-site inspections. He was also the
driving force behind the launch of the company’s EngageZone platform designed for secure collaboration between
Merck and its partners—contract research organizations,
investigators, academia and others—to help new drugs
reach the market faster. EngageZone has mitigated information security risk, reduced compliance risk and cut
capital and operating expenditures by millions of dollars,
according to the company. It connects to Exostar’s Life
Sciences Identity Hub, which provides access to other industry and third-party applications through single sign-on
using two-factor authentication.
To raise the level of trust, credentials must be issued by a SAFE-BioPharma Credential Service Provider. The SAFE-BioPharma Association, of which Rice
is chairman, was formed to reduce the enormous volumes of paperwork in the healthcare and pharmaceutical industry by enabling the secure electronic exchange
of sensitive information and intellectual property. The
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SAFE-BioPharma digital identity and signature standard
provides high-assurance identity trust for cyber-transactions in accordance with Federal Identity, Credential, and
Access Management (FICAM) requirements.
Rice was an early lobbyist for a vertically-focused
working group for the healthcare and pharmaceutical
industry back when such groups were primarily aimed
at financial services. Today,
the Health Information Risk
Working Group has 73 members including representatives
from Abbott Labs, Aetna, CVS
Caremark and Eli Lilly. Rice
also serves on the board of directors of the National Health
TERRY RICE
Chief information
Information Sharing and
security officer,
Analysis Center (NH-ISAC).
associate vice president,
From his early years in
IT risk management
U.S. Army military intelliCOMPANY
Merck & Co.
gence to his jobs in healthcare
INDUSTRY
and pharmaceuticals, Rice has
Pharmaceuticals
worked in information security for more than two decades. Prior to Merck, he was
the director of the global security program at Johnson &
Johnson. He has a Master of Science degree from George
Washington University and a Bachelor of Science degree
from the United States Military Academy at West Point.
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JASON HARKINS
Tom Brady and Derek Jeter are noted for their legendary careers and loyalty during the highs and lows of playing for only one team. Jason Harkins is remarkable in the
security field because of his rise through the ranks at the
same company and his crisis management after a major
security breach.
As the chief security
officer of San Mateo, Calif.based Sony Network Entertainment International
(SNEI) since March 2013,
Harkins has worked his way
through numerous divisions
JASON HARKINS
Chief security officer
of the company from his early
COMPANY
days as manager of systems
Sony Network
engineering at Sony Pictures
Entertainment
Digital Entertainment to vice
International
president and senior direcINDUSTRY
Digital entertainment
tor of production systems at
Sony Connect to executive director of technical operations
at Sony Online Entertainment. In 2009, Harkins moved
into security operations full time, as senior director of security operations and production services at SNEI.
Rising up through the ranks of your employer in the
security field is a major feat. Retaining your position after
a major breach is even more remarkable. The PlayStation
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Network had a high-profile outage in 2011 and Harkins
played a major role in its recovery. He spearheaded the
PCI-DSS compliance effort and the development of a
fraud monitoring and detection program for the PlayStation platform and SNEI. As the inevitability of
breaches becomes a reality that is acknowledged by
management, the success of chief information security
officers will increasingly be defined by their response to
breach incidents and crisis management. Today, Harkins
is responsible for the company’s global information security program (as well as its physical security program in
North America).

FREDERICK CHANG
Frederick Chang, Ph.D., is a cybersecurity researcher
who is working to educate the next generation of security
specialists. He returned to academia in September 2013
after a career in commercial entities and government as
the research director of the NSA, to lead the cybersecurity program at Southern Methodist University in Dallas,
Texas.
“As the former director of research at the National
Security Agency, I can tell you that I had a front row seat
with a view into what the planet’s most sophisticated
cyber adversaries would like to do to the United States,”
said Chang at the time of his appointment. “I had the opportunity to work with some of the brightest minds in cybersecurity in our country. In coming to SMU, I will once
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again have the opportunity to
work with world-class talent.”
As the first Bobby B. Lyle
Centennial Distinguished
Chair in Cyber Security at
SMU’s Lyle School of Engineering, Professor Chang is
FREDERICK CHANG
focused on creating an inDirector, Darwin
Deason Institute for
terdisciplinary approach
Cyber Security
to cybersecurity. With that
ORGANIZATION
strategy in mind, he is also
Southern Methodist
a senior fellow in the John
University
Goodwin Tower Center for
INDUSTRY
Political Studies at SMU’s
Education
Dedham College.
Chang believes that “a coherent science and engineering of cybersecurity” does not
exist today. “We will continue to work hard to close the
skills gap,” he said. “The nation needs many more cybersecurity professionals than are being trained now. Our
SMU students will be trained, they will get good jobs and
importantly we will bestow upon them an enduring mission to stop cybercrime.”
In addition to his 2005-2006 tenure at the NSA where
he received the Distinguished Services Medal, Chang has
served as president and chief operating officer of 21CT
Inc., SBC Communications and research positions at University of Texas, Austin and San Antonio.
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LEIGH HONEYWELL
Leigh Honeywell says she left her heart not in San
Francisco (where she currently lives and works), but
in Toronto. She’s been involved in co-founding a hackerspace (HackLabTO) there, and “finally” finished her
Bachelor of Science in computer science and equity
studies (equality, not finance) a few years ago at the
University of Toronto.
After stints at Microsoft, MessageLabs/Symantec
and Bell Canada, these days she works at Heroku (part
of Salesforce.com) on the company’s security team, but
she wants us to note that she’s “not any sort of official
spokesperson for them.”
We took note of Leigh
Honeywell because as an
avid tweeter @hypatiadotca,
she’s a frequent and positive
contributor to the lively security discourse on Twitter,
both about day-to-day security work (“amuuuurca, land
LEIGH HONEYWELL
of the free, home of the masSecurity engineer
sive payment breaches”) and
COMPANY
also raises questions about
Heroku Inc., a Salesforce.com company
gender equality and culINDUSTRY
ture. She helped launch a
Software
feminist workspace called
the Seattle Attic Community
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Workshop in Pioneer Square in Seattle, does a fair
amount of public speaking and is an administrator of
the Geek Feminism wiki.
Honeywell is focused on secure software development (“it’s an unsolved problem!”), hackerspace creation (“welcoming environments for those who have
been traditionally underrepresented”), vulnerability incident response (“we’re in an exciting, transformative
time in the evolution of how researchers work with software vendors”), and fighting harassment in the security
community.

JOE GRAND
Joe Grand is well-known as the guy who designed the
first five conference badges for DefCon that had blinking lights. The badges had processors and LEDs on board
beginning in 2006. Initially it was nothing fancy, but the
blinking badges started to snowball as more DefCon attendees over the years got involved in hacking their own
badges to create customized performances.
If you want to get security researchers thinking about
the security of hardware in a world about to become embroiled in the Internet of Things, you’d be hard pressed to
think of a better way than to put the right toys in front of
the right people.
Grand’s association with security dates back to his
involvement with L0pht Heavy Industries beginning in
1993. His hardware engineering cred can be traced back
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to a Bachelor of Science degree in computer engineering
from Boston University. He later was awarded an honorary doctorate of science in technology from the University of Advancing Technology
in Tempe, Ariz.
His role as an early member of what might be called
one of the original hackerspaces was formative, he says.
It shaped who he was, but
the group also influenced the
JOE GRAND
Product designer,
computer security industry in
founder
critical ways, pushing quesCOMPANY
tions around vulnerability reGrand Idea Studio Inc.
search and disclosure into the
INDUSTRY
security mainstream. A New
Security
York Times article in 1999 described the group’s work in
terms that made news then and is considered standard
procedure today:
Upon discovering a security flaw in commercialnetwork software, the L0phties publish an advisory on
their Web site. The advisory is a double-edged sword:
a detailed description of the flaw—enough information
for other hackers to duplicate the ‘exploit’—and a
solution that tells network administrators how to close
the loophole.
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Grand’s latest projects include an open-source tool
called JTAGulator for identifying on-chip debug facilities
on hardware currently used in embedded devices.
“As strange as this may sound,” he says, “I’ve been most
excited recently about reverse engineering PCBs [printed
circuit boards]. While most hackers are focused at a chipor system-level, board-level attacks have largely been
overlooked.” Grand noted that he “recently finished up a
DARPA Cyber Fast Track project to study and experiment
with various methods to deconstruct PCBs in order to access copper layers.
“I’m now working on a software tool to assist in recreating a schematic based on a collection of such copper
layer images,” he says. “It’s a tool I’ve always personally
wanted, and it’s a great opportunity for me to sharpen my
coding skills.”

TERRY LOW
Data privacy is the Holy Grail in healthcare as the medical industry continues to digitize patients’ records and
secure access to that information. Faced with confidentiality, security and compliance requirements, Terry Low
led the team that launched the PointClickCare cloudbased system for healthcare providers, which specializes
in senior and rehabilitative care. The on-demand PointClickCare system enables medical practitioners to view
patient charts, electronically co-sign orders and deliver
care using a mobile device.
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In order to meet privacy and security rules, a positive
ID is required for electronically signing orders, observations and notes. By choosing PointClickCare for HIPAAcompliant mobile conversations with guaranteed secure
access, approval and digital signatures by VASCO’s authenticators (GO6), the application offers practitioners
not only security, but also
convenience.
A veteran of enterprise
software development,
Low has recently focused on
“appliancizing” software and
services. As the former vice
president of product develTERRY LOW
Senior vice president
opment at Trustwave, Low
of engineering
headed the group responsiCOMPANY
ble for the company’s security
PointClickCare
event and information manINDUSTRY
agement (SIEM) software and
Healthcare
appliances. He joined Trustwave when the company acquired Intellitactics, a security company where he was
the vice president of development for its SIM/SEM product suite. Throughout his 25-year career of software development and information security, Low has worked at
Mitel, Bell Northern Research, IBM (WebSphere Commerce suite), Delano Technology and DataMirror (which
was acquired by IBM). He has a Bachelor of Arts from
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York University in mathematics and computer science
and a Master of Science in industrial engineering and
operations research from Southern Methodist University.
In his current position, Low is responsible for the development of the company’s technology infrastructure,
architecture, core services and application product
suites.

SHON HARRIS
Though we’d ordinarily refrain from honoring someone
who regularly and closely worked in a business relationship with us, we’d like to honor in memoriam our valued contributor Shon Harris, who died in early October.
Harris’s influence in the field wasn’t flashy, but it was a
profound and lasting one, as the contributions of great
teachers so often are.
She founded Logical Security LLC, an information
security training and consulting company, in 2002. She
quickly built a reputation for offering the industry’s most
comprehensive, challenging and up-to-date security certification training, focusing on the CISSP, CEH, Security+
and others.
Harris authored several international best-selling
books on information security published by McGrawHill and Pearson, which have sold more than 1 million
copies and have been translated into six languages. She
authored three best-selling CISSP books and was a contributing author to the books Hacker’s Challenge, Gray
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Hat Hacking and Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) Implementation. She also wrote academic
textbooks for various publishers and countless articles for
trade magazines.
She consulted for a large
number of organizations in
every business sector (financial, medical, retail, entertainment, utility) and several U.S.
government agencies over the
last 18 years. She also worked
SHON HARRIS
In memoriam
directly with law firms as a
COMPANY
technical and expert witness
Founder, Logical
on cases that range from patSecurity LLC
ent infringement to criminal
INDUSTRY
investigations and civil lawInformation security
training/consulting
suits, and she specialized in
cryptographic technologies.
Prior to starting her career
as an information security consultant and author, Harris
served as an engineer in the Air Force’s Information
Warfare unit. (This entry is based on a remembrance of
Shon written for SearchSecurity.com by Executive Editor
Eric Parizo.) n
KATHLEEN RICHARDS is the features editor of Information
Security magazine. ROBERT RICHARDSON is the editorial

director of TechTarget’s Security Media Group.
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Before and After: Don’t Neglect
Incident Response Management

Incident response planning will define a CISO’s—and the company’s—
survival after a breach, says Chris Pierson. BY KATHLEEN RICHARDS

A

S A CORPORATE attorney for Lewis Roca

Rothgerber LLP, Chris Pierson established the firm’s cybersecurity
practice and advised companies on
incident response and recovery from
high-profile breaches. With compromises on the rise,
CISOs must take ownership of incident response planning and engage third parties to “show not tell” management about the business problems that can be avoided
with due diligence, he says.
Pierson, who currently is the chief security officer,
executive vice president and general counsel of Orlando,
Fla.-based Viewpost IP Holdings, heads the company’s
cybersecurity and compliance programs. Pierson is an
appointed member of the DHS Data Privacy and Integrity
Advisory Committee and Cybersecurity Subcommittee
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and he is a distinguished fellow of the Ponemon Institute. He formerly served as the senior vice president and
chief privacy officer for the Royal Bank of Scotland’s U.S.
banking operations, where he led its privacy and data protection program. We caught up with him last month to
discuss ways to find and address gaps in incident response
programs.
ISM: There’s been a lot of discussion lately that CISOs

will be judged by their incident response management
rather than incident prevention, which is no longer a
realistic goal. Do you agree with that premise?
CHRIS PIERSON: I think it’s even more broad than that.

Companies are going to be judged by their response to incidents and issues that occur within the enterprise. The
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days of incidents not being a fact of life, especially not impacting every company at some point in time—those days
are gone.
Every company has issues and will have incidents and
will have these challenges and these struggles. Really,
what you are seeing in the marketplace is a pivot to more
attention on incident response, investigative techniques
and solutions that provide investigative capabilities, and
there’s more attention on planning so that these events
are dimensioned through tabletop or wildfire exercises
well ahead of time. So I think the entire company is going to be judged as well as the CISO, the CIO—they will
be playing more of a role—but even legal and compliance
have a lot to offer here [and] will be important to bring
along as partners, as well.
What is the CISO’s role in incident response,
and is that role changing in your estimation?

That’s a good question. I think they are the owners of
the response. They may be partnering with the CIO,
but at the end of the day all eyes are going to be on the
CISO. What is it that we are doing? What do we know
as of right now? What other information do we need?
And, what resources are being brought to bear to analyze,
access and make decisions about this item that is in front
of us now and challenging our business? I think the CISO
is the quarterback of the response from a technology
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“I think the
CISO is the
quarterback of
the response
from a
technology
perspective.”
—CHRIS PIERSON
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perspective.
Their role is also a part of a broader team in terms of
achieving success for the company. [CISOs] are not the
individuals that would be typing up breach response letters, they are not necessarily the individuals that would
be on the frontlines of PR communications; however,
they are going to be strong constituents and strong collaborative partners with those other roles when an incident
happens.
I would also like to stress—this is critically important—that all eyes, including those at the highest levels,
are going to be on the CISO in terms of what people, internal and external, need to be brought in on the incident. It must be well dimensioned ahead of time.
CISOs must know all of the components and people
because they are leading the charge—prior to any incident occurring—on wildfire tabletop exercises. And this
includes people who are involved in outside counsel and
marketing and communications. CISOs really do need
to be the glue that is holding this together in terms of
preparation.
Is a CISO’s role in incident response changing?

I think the answer is that it has changed. Previously, the
CISO was going to be the one responsible for providing technology advice and guidance on what has happened: How do we remediate? They were responsible for
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rationalizing those aspects of things.
The role has changed in two key areas. First, in terms
of the preplanning, they are being looked at in terms of
knowing what players need to be at the table and making
sure that this is done well ahead of time through tabletop
exercises. Second, I think that the CISO is really, at the
end of the day, the one who is partnering with compliance and with legal way ahead of time in terms of knowing what those roles are and playing a larger role on the
team. It’s no longer just the 1’s and 0’s of the corporation; those individuals must be informed and exact in
terms of the rules and regulations that affect them.
How do you see the CISO’s role in defining the scope
of a security incident, particularly in terms of understanding the scope of the incident or underestimating
the effects of the incident in front of management?

First and foremost, the CISO is responsible for making
sure that everyone throughout the company knows what
types of incidents are likely, how those incidents might
play out and what has been prepositioned to rise to those
challenges that occur. And, finally, what the roles and
responsibilities are of all the other players—I think that
is critical.
The other aspect is making sure that there is some
type of governance process [in place]. It could be something that is outside of the CISO or, even better yet,
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owned broadly by compliance, risk or legal. It’s important
to have all the stakeholders at the table to make sure that
the executive level and senior members of the company
all have the knowledge of breaches and what might occur. And [to be sure] that everyone is comfortable and has
bought into the potential responses so that when something happens, there isn’t a lot of confusion, time wasted
and good will expended because of not being organized.
I think that’s really critical in terms of areas that a CISO
needs to pay attention to.

more readily achieved by preplanning incidents. [That
means] preplanning for when things go wrong and assembling the right team—one that knows how to work
together, knows what the rules and responsibilities are—
and an executive that understands this can go a long way
toward protecting the operations of the company. That
[approach] is what is going to get the company to success.
That is what is going to save money in the long run by not
having a lot of missteps and negative impact on the brand
or position of the company.

How do you justify the time to prepare for incident
response? And who should be involved in this planning,
especially when the chief executive says, ‘We don’t
want any incidents here.’?

During a presentation at RSA earlier this year, you
mentioned the Department of Homeland Security’s
cybersecurity evaluation program and discussed
some of the ways to ‘show not tell’ management
about the business problems. Can you elaborate
on some of that?

That right there is a phenomenal question—getting the
organization on board. And, it doesn’t really matter what
the size of the organization is, either. The key that the
CISO has to worry about is having everyone understand
what their roles are and how it is going to affect the company and weaving this into business objectives. There
must be some broader business justification for the time,
for the resources, for the money that is involved in preplanning and then ultimately responding to the incident.
I will tell you this, preparing from a business perspective in terms of protecting good will and protecting branding and protecting trust at the customer can be
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One of the key leadership aspects of the CISO is to make
sure that you are showing not telling the executives and
even the board of the company about the risks that are
present, about what you are doing to combat those risks
and even the lifecycle of those risks and how they impact
your company. One great way to do that is by having third
parties engage with the company, whether they are external auditors or external security professionals, it doesn’t
matter.
One great tool is the DHS C3 (Critical Infrastructure
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Cyber Community C3 Voluntary Program) initiative,
which is a way that DHS can come in as a partnership
and help rate your organization across the spectrum of information security infrastructure and other technologies
in terms of risk and tell you in terms of the NIST cybersecurity framework and other standards where you might
rank and provide that information to you. They also provide a lot of documentation on how you might want
to close gaps, if there are gaps in your organization, or
achieve clarity on any of the items that are present.
Or you can do it yourself. About a year ago, February
2014, this program was opened up for individuals to use
on their own. So it can be brought into any size organization regardless of cost or expertise and be used as a way
to really risk rate and map your organization. It is a phenomenal tool, one that I hope everybody knows about or
is considering utilizing.
How often should companies review their incident
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response plans? The general rule used to be annually,
or something along those lines. Has that changed?

I think it really has changed. The absolute latest that an
incident response plan should be reviewed is once a year.
With all material new risks or new threat vectors affecting a company, the incident response program should
also be supplemented and reviewed.
So if you are a retail company that is dependent on
point-of-sale terminal devices and had access to the
breach information of about a year ago, your organization
should not have waited for an annual review. You should
have reviewed your incident response plan to see how it
would fare so that you are well positioned to pivot to any
future challenge in information security. n

KATHLEEN RICHARDS is the Information Security magazine

features editor. Follow her on Twitter @RichardsKath.
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CAN
CONVENTIONAL
METHODS STILL
SECURE A
VIRTUAL DATA
CENTER?
As companies invest in
virtualization, security
professionals are struggling
to manage security in
these environments.

By Dave Shackleford
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AT MANY COMPANIES it’s time for a reality check:

Security within their virtualized environments is not
up to par with that of traditional physical networks and
systems.
Why have enterprise security teams been slow to
adopt the policy and process changes needed to securely
manage virtualization platforms? Sometimes, it’s the result of immature technology such as endpoint security
that doesn’t play nicely in the virtual data center. In other
cases, security teams may not know “what they don’t
know,” and a lack of maturity in implementing processes
and procedures could be at fault.
As more enterprises virtualize their data centers, the
need to implement fundamental security practices and
technologies within these environments has increased.
Many technologies are available to help IT security implement controls within virtual infrastructure, but security
teams only partially use these tools. As computing workloads become more condensed, security teams should
seriously evaluate virtualization-specific technology and
integrate it more deeply into their data centers.
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POORLY MANAGED ENVIRONMENTS
The good news is that virtualization can streamline patching and configuration management, but strict inventory management is paramount to avoid virtual machine
sprawl.
Within virtualized environments, numerous virtual
machines are housed on a single physical system, a condition known as multi-tenancy. The hypervisor software is

The ease with which administrators
and developers can create virtual
machines leads to systems being
provisioned with little thought to
lifecycle management.
responsible for maintaining segmentation and isolation
among virtual machines. This can be augmented with
open source or commercial virtual network and virtual
security appliances or add-ons.
Configuration management can actually be easier in
virtualized environments. Using templates simplifies the
deployment of new virtual machines. Template maintenance helps centralize configuration management tools
and practices into one place. Microsoft, Citrix and VMware all offer tools and other options for creating and
managing virtual machine lifecycles and configurations.
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While patching remains a challenge for many organizations, testing patches is often easier with virtual
machines because you can take a snapshot of an image
before testing and roll back when the testing is
complete.
A major security issue in many environments, however, is a lack of sound inventory management related
to virtual machines. The ease with which administrators and developers can create virtual machines leads to
systems being provisioned with little thought to lifecycle
management. Virtual machines are paused or turned off,
and remain dormant for a period of time; however, the
files associated with these machines still contain sensitive data. When and if the virtual machines become active
again, they may be missing patches and critical configuration controls.
To properly manage the dynamic nature of virtual environments, operations teams need to update and align
their change management processes to accommodate the
rapid pace of change, while taking into account the dependencies of all the components in the virtualization
stack—storage, network and hypervisors.

ROLE AND PRIVILEGE MANAGEMENT
Separation of duties also tends to suffer in virtual environments. Some IT organizations start off their deployments by letting an existing team of administrators
and engineers design and implement the virtualization
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technology. This same team often manages all the various
components of the virtual infrastructure over time. This
lack of separation of duties can lead to accidental errors
or poorly managed environments (not to mention, major issues if one of the virtualization team members goes
rogue and becomes a malicious insider).

Some organizations are deploying
central access gateways to their
virtualization management tools,
which include more robust role
and privilege management.

Reality Check: Virtual
Network Security Tools
WHEN EVALUATING VIRTUAL appliances, enterprise

teams should consider the following to improve
virtual network security:
n Determine if you need a virtual firewall for traffic

control to, from and within the virtualization or
cloud infrastructure. In some cases, this may be
required for compliance or for more granularity
in traffic control than existing physical firewall
segments and architecture can provide.
n Make sure your virtual IDS/IPS or firewall vendor

It’s not uncommon for VMware administrators to perform all management activities using the default “Administrator” role. This same role is often given to other IT
administrators who are managing storage and networking
objects in the virtual environment. These administrators
often operate with entirely too many privileges.
This trend is a significant step backwards in terms
of network security. Some organizations are deploying
central access gateways to their virtualization management tools, which include more robust role and privilege
management. One such product is the Hytrust appliance that integrates with VMware’s vCenter management
platform.
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supports your major virtualization technologies.
Currently, most vendors support VMware, with
limited support for Xen and Hyper-V platforms.
n Be considerate of how much resource overhead

the virtual appliances will take up—they require
memory, disk space and CPU.
n Consider issues of governance and management

related to firewall and IDS/IPS management. In
most cases, letting teams that currently manage
firewalls and IDS/IPS manage the virtual models
makes sense. —D.S.
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TRAFFIC ISSUES
Network architecture consolidation in virtual data centers can also lead to compromises that affect security.
Because all virtual machines share hardware, the number
of network interfaces in hypervisor servers or blades may
dictate how converged the network traffic is, as well.
Most virtual environments carry normal production
traffic, as well as management traffic to access and operate the virtualization components’ storage traffic like
iSCSI or fibre channel. In addition, they carry specialized
operations traffic like dynamic virtual machine migration
(called vMotion in VMware environments).
VMotion traffic contains the content of virtual machine (VM) memory sent in cleartext, which may include
sensitive data and authentication credentials. Management traffic can include configuration details or other
useful information to an attacker. Mingling this information with production traffic may increase the exposure
of data within the environment if an attacker manages
to gain access to it. Few organizations today are keeping
all of these traffic types completely distinct in the virtual
data center.
BETTER TECHNICAL CONTROLS
Multiple changes have occurred in the realm of virtualization-specific technical controls over the last several
years. Fortunately, some of the tools available to enterprise security teams have improved significantly, allowing
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IT to achieve comparable security levels within virtual
environments.
All major firewall vendors now have virtualized
options that are available as virtual appliances (specialized VMs). Check Point Software Technologies, Cisco,
Fortinet, Juniper Networks and Palo Alto Systems, (to
name several well-known vendors) have various models

Many security teams are not
using virtual firewalls extensively.
They still feel that their physical
firewalls are capable of handling
traffic control within the network.
and form factors of virtual appliances that can integrate
into the virtual infrastructure. VMware also has its own
vShield line of virtual firewalls for both internal and perimeter monitoring, and traffic control.
Many security teams are not using virtual firewalls
extensively, however. The functionality is there, but
network and security teams still feel that their physical
firewalls are capable of handling traffic control within the
network.
Management and governance of these appliances is
another challenge. Some virtualization teams feel that
they should manage all components within the virtual
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environment, even those related to networking or
security.
From a maturity standpoint, network IDS/IPS is
comparable to virtual firewalls. This functionality is
sometimes offered in the same virtual appliance (taking
more of a unified threat management, or UTM, approach
to network security). See “Reality Check: Virtual
Network Security Tools,” page 18.
Aside from standalone platforms, intrusion detection
can be accomplished much more readily in virtualization environments because of the advanced features available in virtual switches. Many switches—including those
from Microsoft, VMware, Cisco and the Open vSwitch
project—allow NetFlow export, as well as port mirroring
options to copy traffic to a dedicated intrusion detection
appliance or external sensor.

CHANGES IN ENDPOINT SECURITY
One area that is changing dramatically is endpoint security. In most virtualized environments, traditional antivirus agents are too resource intensive, and many of the
traditional endpoint products are not wholly optimized
for use in virtual systems. New technologies from Intel Security (MOVE) and Trend Micro (Deep Security)
offload endpoint security processing to a dedicated virtual
machine, while leveraging native API calls and kernel
integration to keep the processing requirements on
VMs low.
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Many enterprises have not shifted to these specialized
endpoint security products, although most have started
testing these tools or rolling out limited implementations.
Key things to keep in mind for security teams looking
at endpoint security options for virtual environments
include the following:
■■ Check

the level of integration the vendor’s product
has with your virtualization technology. Currently,
VMware has the most support from newer antimalware
and other endpoint security vendors. Microsoft and
Citrix have less integration with third-party vendors.

■■ Be

aware that newer “offloading” models have
limitations and drawbacks. While performance may
improve, the ability to perform real-time scanning
and in-memory analysis for behavioral heuristics may
suffer. Also, these products may not scale well in large
environments.

■■ Ask

vendors for customer references, as well as
performance statistics and metrics related to operation within your endpoint types and virtualization
technology.

HYPERVISOR LOG COLLECTION
Logging and monitoring within virtual environments is
currently very immature in many organizations, as well.
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The biggest issue is log collection from hypervisor platforms—many simply aren’t doing it or don’t do enough
of it. Hypervisor platforms produce a wide variety of logs
that provide information on who is using the platform,
what kinds of actions are taking place, performance and
behavior statistics, and more. For example, VMware’s
ESXi hypervisor includes the following logs that security
and operations teams should be centrally collecting:
■■ /var/log/syslog.log

- generic Syslog file
- authentication and security events
■■ /var/log/vmkernel.log - miscellaneous hypervisor
information
■■ /var/log/hostd.log - Master ESXi service log
■■ /var/log/vpxa.log - vCenter management agent logs
■■ /var/log/auth.log

Most Linux-based hypervisors (Xen, KVM, VMware)
natively include some sort of Syslog daemon, which
makes log collection and aggregation simpler. In Hyper-V
environments, logging agents for Windows Event Viewer
logs should be used, although Microsoft System Center
tools can retrieve log and event data from distributed hypervisors, too.
Security teams should gather all relevant logs from
all hypervisors in their environments and integrate this
information into central log management and SIEM
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platforms for analysis and correlation.
Finally, the gap between the security technologies
implemented within the physical and virtual environments still needs to be addressed at most companies.
Many IT and security teams have been slow to adopt the
numerous policy and process changes that are needed
to better manage virtualization platforms and virtual
machines.
As investment in virtual data centers increases,
enterprise security teams should seriously evaluate virtualization-specific security tools, and CISOs should implement and improve policies and procedures related
to virtualization management and operations. Security
within virtual environments is not up to par with that
of physical systems and networks, but as the technology
evolves and policies are put in place, that doesn’t have
to be the case. n

DAVE SHACKLEFORD is the owner and principal consultant of

Voodoo Security LLC; lead faculty at IANS; and a SANS analyst,
senior instructor and course author. He previously worked as CSO
at Configuresoft; as CTO at the Center for Internet Security; and
as a security architect, analyst and manager for several Fortune
500 companies. He currently serves on the board of directors at the
SANS Technology Institute and helps lead the Atlanta chapter of the
Cloud Security Alliance.
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Attackers are no longer banking on financial services, say researchers. They are
increasingly targeting enterprises, Internet service providers and online gaming sites.
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AND REGIONAL TELECOM OPERATORS.
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A WATERSHED
YEAR POINTS
TO SHIFTS
AHEAD IN
INFORMATION
SECURITY

Paying it forward: Are you
ready for changes in transaction
security and data privacy
requirements?

By Robert Richardson
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AS ANOTHER YEAR ends, we look back to try to figure out

what we can take away from the security blunders and
breakthroughs in 2014. It was a year of ongoing mass surveillance and game-changing data breaches. Was a tipping
point finally reached?
In a perfect storm of hemorrhaging credit card info,
one retailer after another in 2014 had their point-of-sale
(PoS) systems fleeced by way of sloppy defenses and rampant malware. Target Corp., as patient zero, replaced all
its card-swipe machines with chip-and-PIN equipment
while, at Black Hat in early August, Ross Anderson (once
again) reminded us that chip-and-PIN is broken several
times over and in ways that he was happy to show proofof-concept videos to illustrate.
Vendors talked about “advanced threats” as if the
phrase meant something when it came to security product selection. The old C-language program code that
keeps the Internet ticking broke down in frighteningly
low-tech ways and no one noticed. To borrow a phrase
from Dickens: Overall, 2014 represented the worst of
times for security professionals.
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A WATCHED NATION
The year after Snowden made his initial reveal, the first
half of 2014 came with a steady stream of new information about NSA programs and methods. When former
U.S. cyber czar Richard Clarke gave a keynote at the CSA
Summit, held alongside the RSA Conference in February, he said NSA intelligence capabilities “are very good,
far better than you could imagine. But they have created,
with the growth of technologies, the potential for a police
state.”
One reason the NSA had such good intelligence was
because it had apparently managed to facilitate backdoor-like shortcuts that made brute force breaks of encrypted communications possible within protocols that
were otherwise robust enough to make such tactics highly
impractical.
The intentional crippling of open protocols for cryptographic functions wasn’t something the security community was inclined to find acceptable, and a skirmish
quickly broke out over whether vendors had been complicit when the hobbling occurred.
The details don’t lend themselves to a lightning-fast
recap, but as we reported in January:
RSA has faced harsh industry criticism following a
December Reuters report alleging that the EMC-owned
security vendor signed a $10-million contract around
2006 with the NSA to use the flawed Dual_EC_DRBG
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pseudorandom number-generating algorithm as the
default option in its BSAFE cryptographic library product.
If true, RSA may have been a willing collaborator in helping the NSA secretly access data encrypted using that
algorithm.
RSA’s CEO Art Coviello denied the allegations flat
out. After the RSA conference in February, the furor died.
It was, perhaps, because we were learning more details
about what a slick cyber-spy operation the NSA had going, with the equivalent of a shoppers’ catalog of on-demand attack schemes and tools from its Tailored Access
Operations (TAO) program and further leaks emerging
from Glenn Greenwald’s news site the Intercept in midMarch. Of particular interest: It was clearly no longer
possible to rely on the security of brand-new equipment.
As SearchSecurity contributor Nick Lewis, Saint Louis
University’s director and information security officer,
spelled out: The NSA has interrupted the supply chain in
attacks so that its monitoring tools will already be present on systems before the devices even connect to a target
network.

STOLEN CARD NATION
Whatever the uproar over government surveillance tactics, there was arguably a bigger elephant in the room
throughout 2014: America’s big-box retailers seemed to
(Continued on page 28)
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(Continued from page 26)
have completely lost control over their credit card data.
January brought the news that many in the security industry had felt fairly sure was coming: The Target
breach was considerably worse than initially advertised.
Nieman Marcus announced on the first of the year that it
had been violated too. Word on the street (via a Reuters
article short on specific names) was that others would
be coming soon. The brick-and-mortar side of businesses
had come under fire and the PoS terminal was the common thread.
By now, in the waning weeks of the year, we’ve seen
breaches at Home Depot, Michaels, Kmart, Goodwill Industries and Dairy Queen. Nor is there any clear indication that retailers have fully dealt with the threat of the
RAM-scraping malware that is common in these crimes.
The data compromise of 76 million households via
JPMorgan Chase’s networks over the summer is raising
serious questions about regulatory implications when it
comes to liability and oversight of security controls at
third-party vendors. We expect more breach announcements at major retailers, financial institutions and healthcare organizations among others before the year ends.

CLOUD FAILURES
As enterprise investment in cloud services ramped up
in 2014, we covered some newsworthy failures of cloud
security, perhaps the most dramatic being the outright
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business collapse of source code hosting provider Code
Spaces after hackers gained access to its Amazon Web
Services control panel and deleted customer repositories
(and their backups).
Our coverage cited Martin Howes, a director with
Luton, U.K.-based software design and consultancy firm
Springwater Software Ltd., who said his company had local copies of everything and thus wasn’t greatly affected.
“It’s just normal caution,” said Howes. “Everyone is aware
of the risks of putting things in the cloud and wouldn’t
rely on it completely.” Everyone except Code Spaces.
By August, Andres Riancho, founder of Argentinabased consultancy Bonsai Information Security, was
sharing a laundry list of potential pitfalls for AWS users.
Elsewhere in the cloud, Apple argued that, despite the
nude celebrity photos flying around the Internet, none of
this “resulted from any breach in any of Apple’s systems
including iCloud or Find my iPhone,” according to the
company’s statement. By summer’s end, 2014 had started
to look like a good year to finally break down and use twofactor authentication across the board.

INTERNET OF HACKABLE THINGS
Also on the menu at Black Hat: vulnerabilities embedded
in just about anything made with hardware, including
sniffing tools used by the TSA to screen air passengers,
lots of current-make automobiles, communications
satellites and your everyday USB thumb drive. With the
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BadUSB attack, there is essentially no way to determine if
a USB device is infected or not, and in a press conference
after his Black Hat session “BadUSB—On Accessories
That Turn Evil” presenter Karsten Nohl noted that the attack was in the TAO catalog—well before he and his collaborator had independently created it.
Dan Geer, who gave the opening keynote for Black
Hat, offered a sort of curmudgeon’s Ten Commandments
for Internet connectivity as technology transitions into an
Internet of Things (IoT) environment, where systems are
routinely “more complex than can be administered.” He
advocated a bluntly pragmatic approach, “splattered with
Realpolitik,” in which devices with embedded systems either have an enforced end of life or an automated patching process.

BROKEN PROTOCOLS
If the IoT is largely a forward-looking discussion, its opposing bookend for the year casts back to earlier Internet days when open-source components were written
in snarled, indecipherable swatches of the C programming language. April brought Heartbleed, a longstanding flaw that went unchecked in the widely incorporated
OpenSSL implementation of the TLS protocol. “This is
not a joke,” said Jake Williams, a principal consultant
at Maryland-based CSRgroup Computer Security Consultants, whom we quoted in our news coverage. “I’ve
been around a long time in InfoSec, and this is one of the
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scariest bugs I’ve seen. Period.”
September brought us another decades-old bug, this
time in the Bash shell, at the same time that McAfee data
led to an estimate of 300,000 sites still at risk to Heartbleed. Whereas it wasn’t entirely clear whether Heartbleed was being exploited in the wild (except by the NSA,
as Bloomberg reported), hackers went straight to work on
what was being dubbed “Shellshock.”
October, in turn, brought us Poodle (Padding Oracle On Downgraded Legacy Encryption). What makes
Poodle relevant, our coverage noted, is that the major
Web browsers degrade support to SSL 3.0 for those fringe
cases when they can’t connect to an HTTPS server using
more modern protocols. It wasn’t entirely clear, as this
article went to press, how severe an impact Poodle would
have in the real world, but one could be forgiven for hoping that it was the final straw that would lead to a serious call to revamp the disaster-ridden TLS encryption
scheme.
In other news, security salaries rose by 4.6%; Symantec jettisoned its CEO in March and then separated the
saucer section—security on one side and backup on the
other—in October; Bitcoin backslid to a ho-hum $400
share price and it led a quiet life outside the news while it
sorted out various non-cryptographic security concerns;
and the U.S. government issued the NIST Cybersecurity
Framework 1.0, the effects of which remain muted, no
doubt because compliance isn’t mandatory.
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MOVING FORWARD
Big takeaways for 2014 probably boil down to the realization that you’ll need end-to-end encryption and two-factor authentication to have any hope of data privacy, and
even then you probably can’t keep it secret from the NSA.
The spate of retail breaches has moved the mountain
such that the Europay, MasterCard and Visa (EMV) standard will be ramping up all next year, though whether it
stops breaches remains to be determined (stolen credit
card credentials will still be usable in Internet-based
transactions).
As of October, Apple Pay is on the scene, throwing
Touch ID and NFS radio links at the PoS problem. We reported that Phil Dunkelberger, CEO of Palo Alto, Calif.based authentication vendor Nok Nok Labs, noted Apple
Pay was “definitely a step up from current credit card
security.”
The tides may have turned, but real change is hard to
find. Although less in the news, the U.S. government’s
agencies continue their surveillance unabated, and the
NSA is doubtlessly busy producing the TAO’s Christmas
catalog. There appear to be no serious initiatives to replace the TLS connection from browser to server with
something that doesn’t spit out major bugs on a regular schedule. EMV and the replacement of static strings
with single-use tokens as seen in systems like Apple Pay
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(Google Pay did the same thing months ago but didn’t
generate the same interest) bode well for safer electronic
transactions at physical sites. But then again, as Craig
Hoffman, a partner in the privacy and data protection
practice at law firm BakerHostetler, pointed out, “EMV

EMV and the replacement of static
strings with single-use tokens as
seen in systems like Apple Pay bode
well for safer electronic transactions
at physical sites.
is not itself a security solution. It’s really an anti-counterfeit fraud solution.” In other words, he said, “EMV chips
do not prevent a hacker from breaking into a merchant’s
payment card network.”
Whether or not the year has amounted to a turning
point in information security (that remains to be seen in
2015), you can improve your lot as a security professional
by making good use of some of the lessons that we painfully learned in 2014. n
ROBERT RICHARDSON is the editorial director of TechTarget’s

Security Media Group.
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Can Past Lessons Help
Strategic Security Programs?

Keeping up to speed on new adversaries may require
a change in tactics—traditional defenses. BY MARCUS RANUM

R

ICHARD BEJTLICH, who began his digital

security career as an Air Force intelligence officer, says many security people
remind him of fighter pilots.
“They concentrate on their tools and
how to use them in direct confrontation with an adversary,” he says. “It’s more work to step back and consider if
fighting a tactical skirmish contributes to the campaign or
winning the big picture.”
As the chief security strategist at Milpitas-Calif.-based
FireEye Inc., Bejtlich knows a bit about strategic security.
The network security company has faced constant scrutiny since its $1 billion Mandiant acquisition in December 2013, including reports that its technology detected
malicious activity during the Target breach. Not to mention high profile blogs chronicling its efforts to publicly
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question the methodology of NSS Labs’ security researchers, who tested the effectiveness of the company’s Malware Protection Systems.
Bejtlich, who needs no introduction among security
professionals, joined FireEye by way of Mandiant—the
cybersecurity consultancy that exposed China’s alleged
cyber espionage of The New York Times and 140 other
organizations, carried out by using advanced persistent
threats, dubbed APT1. Prior to Mandiant, he was the
director of incident response at General Electric and ran
his own consultancy, TaoSecurity. Bejtlich is a graduate
of Harvard University, the United States Air Force Academy and recently started his doctorate in war studies at
King’s College London, with Dr. Thomas Rid, professor of
security studies.
A nonresident senior fellow at The Brookings Institu-
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tion, Bejtlich wrote about the speed of technological
change and its effects on cybersecurity strategy in a research paper for the institute, “Strategy, Not Speed: What
Today’s Digital Defenders Must Learn From
Cybersecurity’s Early Thinkers.”
MARCUS RANUM: Richard, I just finished reading the paper

you wrote for The Brookings Institution. It’s a really good
summary of the theatrical arc of computer systems’ intrusion detection.
I’d like to ask a few questions related to some points
you raise in your research, mostly surrounding what you
rightly call ‘strategic security.’ It’s always seemed to me
that security is a bit ‘down in the weeds’ when it comes
to tactics—chasing the new threat vector or the promising technology—but we ignore the strategy far too often. Is it because the strategic problem points toward an
unattractive endless struggle, or is it lack of expertise,
or something else? I know your background is heavy
on consultancy, so I sense a strong ‘people, not tools’
thread in your article. Is that correct?
RICHARD BEJTLICH: It’s natural for most security people to

take a tactical focus, because the tactical level changes
more often than the operational or strategic levels.
Change is more exciting than consistency. Many security people remind me of Air Force fighter pilots. They
concentrate on their tools and how to use them in direct
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confrontation with an adversary. It’s more work to step
back and consider if fighting
a tactical skirmish contributes to the campaign or winning the big picture.
I’ve done incident responses
in the past, and I feel that
Richard Bejtlich
it distorts a practitioner’s
view of security, because
they tend to be catering to the bottom of the bell curve
of expertise: You never walk into an incident that’s being
handled successfully.
That’s a huge piece of the history of computer security as well. We have a great deal of legendary incidents.
Do you think that our tactical focus is partly driven by
the way the media promotes incidents as being of watershed importance? I know I get a certain amount of
media inquiry whenever there’s another zillion credit
cards leaked—it must be even worse for you. How do
you suggest we maintain a strategic security focus,
when it seems as if it’s the tactics that are always hitting us in the face?

Your comment on news is insightful. ‘News’ implies
something new. Tactically, new activities happen every few months or so. Think of Heartbleed, Shellshock,
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and the like. Much more rarely do we encounter changes
in adversary campaign methods or strategic direction.
When I encounter news stories, I ask myself: Does this
fundamentally affect the strategy I recommend, and the
implementation over weeks, months and years, while
prosecuting a campaign? Most often the answer is no.
The last time we had a significant shift that would affect
the operational and strategic levels might be the early
2000s, when intruders incorporated client-side attacks
into their campaigns. Prior to that, server-side attacks
were a bigger problem.
Reviewing your history of cybersecurity in the Brookings piece, I found myself thinking ‘We told you so!’ over
and over again. At each point in the story arc of security,
there have been people doing a pretty fair job of pointing to the dangers and offering strategic design advice.
Yet, we wind up where we are today. Do you think things
will improve eventually, or are we doomed to security as
Nat Howard says, that is ‘exactly as bad as it can possibly be without everything breaking’?

I thought you said security would be ‘exactly as bad as it
can possibly be without everything breaking.’ I give you
credit for that.
No, that was Nat. I repeated it in my homeland security
book and everyone mistakes me for the smart guy.
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Anyway, I’m contemplating the effect of several government agencies on the security picture. The Federal Trade
Commission, Security Exchange Commission and Federal
Communications Commission all seem to see ‘cyber’ as
a way to extend their authority and budgets. I believe we
will continue to see these agencies exert pressure to introduce more compliance schemes. Whether that introduces change for the better remains to be seen.
Strategic security seems to me to be what a CSO
or CISO’s job is—keeping the rest of the business
focused on the important parts of the process and
out of the weeds. Yet, all too often, it seems that the
CSOs are in the weeds, too. Are there any changes you
suggest for keeping that from happening? Is this a
corporate governance issue at the board level?

In my five levels—goal, strategy, operations/campaigns,
tactics and tools—I see CSOs as the bridge, usually working at the operational level, between the CXOs and board
members and the security teams and vendors. I am not
a fan of CSOs who ‘speak the language of the business’
or who calculate return on security investment or risk. I
prefer to see CSOs speak policy and strategy to the CXOs
and board members, and tactics and tools to the security
teams and vendors, while running operations from the
CSO office. This is a shift in mindset and approach, but I
am seeing signs that it is welcome and effective.
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Yes! One place I think we fail miserably is cost/benefit analysis. I talk to execs who say, ‘Whitelisting is too
hard and takes too much time.’ And then I ask them.
‘What, exactly, is efficient about having to clean malware off of your machines?’ What can we do to help
improve management’s ability to make strategic
decisions when it seems as if the tactical decisions
are always too distracting?

I don’t think you’re suggesting that top-level executives
worry about tactical issues like whitelisting applications.
Decisions about tools and tactics should be made at the
security team level, with CISO approval. However, the Clevel executives should hold the CISO and team accountable via metrics. [See his article ‘Measure Like You Mean
It’ for more on that topic.] As part of the management
team at a publicly traded company, I witness very detailed
and complicated discussions based on financial metrics.
C-level executives are very capable of metrics-driven discussions if they have real numbers to consider.
I’m sure your feelings about compliance are as mixed as
mine. It seems to me that compliance usually mandates
‘stuff that anyone in their right mind is already doing.’
That means we are bringing the industry up to a baseline of adequacy. In your work with malware reduction
and incident response, I’m sure you’ve formed an opinion: Has compliance helped?
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Compliance is helpful up to a point. I’m not sure if we’ve
met or exceeded the point of diminishing returns. For
example, I just heard a report on the radio that a global
bank commits one out of 10 employees—something like
25,000 people, out of 250,000 in total—to the financial
compliance mission. That strikes me as excessive.
I don’t think we are in the same league with digital
security compliance programs. Anecdotal evidence suggests that compliance-focused security programs cannot stop intruders with mid- to high-level resources and
motivation. I doubt they can stop intruders with lower
levels of resources and motivation. This needs to be researched further, but I believe most, if not all, of the retailers breached in 2014 were PCI-DSS compliant. If true,
that compliance regime does not seem to be making any
difference.
I’ve always been frustrated when security people talk
about an active defense, by which they mean offense.
Especially, when the military idea of active defense is
really maneuver warfare: husbanding one’s forces and
being prepared to respond nimbly to enemy attacks and
be everywhere at once, in a Napoleonic style of fighting rather than ‘the best defense is a strong offense.’ In
keeping with that model, if you agree with it, what would
you tell executives about how to defend actively?

Active defense has different definitions, in my opinion.
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When I spend time talking to Department of Defense
computer network defenders, they call any activity that
is more than passive defense active defense. A passive defense involves configuring defensive systems like firewalls
or antivirus and expecting them to stop intruders.
The DoD uses the term active defense when they
mean activities taken by defenders in response to intruder activity, or to identify intruder activity. Log
analysis, ‘hunting missions,’ automated or human reconfiguration of defenses in response to intruder activity—
this is all active defense.
Those actions all occur on the defender’s turf. When
you talk to civilian network defenders, they assume that
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active defense means counter-force activities taking place
on the intruder’s turf. I call that offense.
I recommend organizations spend time using ‘matching’ and ‘hunting’ campaigns against intruders. Matching
can be done by algorithms, but hunting is generally done
by people. I talk more about these approaches in my newest book, The Practice of Network Security Monitoring. n

MARCUS J. RANUM, chief security officer of Tenable Security

Inc., is a world-renowned expert on security system design and
implementation. He is the inventor of the first commercial bastion
host firewall.
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